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Abstract: In engineering, the fault data unevenly distribute and difficultly share, which causes that
the existing fault diagnosis methods cannot recognize the newly added fault types. An intelligent
diagnosis method for machine fault is proposed based on federated learning. Firstly, the local fault
diagnosis models diagnosing the existing fault data and the newly added fault data are established
by deep convolutional neural network. Then, the weight parameters of local models are fused into
global model parameters by federated learning. Finally, the global model parameters are transmitted
to each local model. Therefore, each local model update into a global shared model which can
recognize the newly added fault types. The proposed method is verified by bearing data. Compared
with the traditional model, which can only diagnose the existing fault data but cannot recognize
newly added fault types, the federated fault diagnosis model fusing weight parameters can diagnose
newly added faults without exchanging the data, and the accuracy is 100%. The proposed method
provides an effective method to solve the poor sharing of fault data and poor generalization of fault
diagnosis model for mechanical equipment.

Keywords: federated learning; fault diagnosis; deep convolutional neural network; model fusion

1. Introduction

In the era of big data, the amount of data obtained by sensors is very large, and the
data types are diverse. The fault diagnosis methods based on deep learning make it possible
for mechanical big data processing. However, the reliable fault diagnosis model based
on deep learning depends on abundant fault data. In engineering, different enterprises
own the different types of fault data and the data from different enterprises is private and
hardly shared, so the established fault model cannot recognize the newly added fault types.
Therefore, it is of great significance how to establish a shared fault diagnosis model without
exchanging data so that the model can recognize newly added fault types.

At present, the mechanical fault diagnosis method based on deep learning has been
widely studied. For example, in Ref. [1], a deep belief network was used to diagnose the
health of aero-engines. In Ref. [2], the fault diagnosis in bearings and planetary gearboxes
is successfully completed by a deep neural network, which overcomes the deficiency
in traditional signal processing methods, i.e., traditional signal processing excessively
relying on expert knowledge. In Ref. [3], a new hierarchical network based on deep
belief network was proposed to diagnose the fault damage degree of rolling bearings. In
Ref. [4], a deep convolutional neural network was used to monitor gearboxes to extract
features adaptively. Compared with features extracted from time domain and frequency
domain, those extracted by deep convolutional neural network are better. In Ref. [5], a deep
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autoencoder has been successfully applied into the fault diagnosis of bearings and gears. In
Ref. [6], in order to better adapt to the one-dimensionality of the bearing and gear vibration
signals, one-dimensional deep convolutional neural network was used for fault diagnosis.
In Ref. [7], a normalized deep convolutional neural network was proposed to solve the
imbalance of fault data. In Ref. [8], the bearing signal was compressed and collected by
compressed sensing and classified by deep learning. In Ref. [9], a deep convolutional
neural network model was used for end-to-end fault diagnosis of noisy signals. In Ref. [10],
a novel deep capsule network with random delta rules was proposed to solve the problems
of load variation and noise in bearing vibration signals. In Ref. [11], a fault diagnosis
method of sparse autoencoders was proposed to recognize different coupling faults of
bearings. In Ref. [12], the combination of deep learning and transfer learning was used
for fault diagnose of rotating machinery. In Ref. [13], a deep residual neural network was
proposed for fault diagnosis of rolling bearing; the proposed method can prevent gradient
disappearance and gradient explosion. In Ref. [14], deep transfer learning was applied
to diagnose the fault of rolling bearing under variable conditions, and the recognition
rate is improved by 2–8%. In Ref. [15], a deep convolutional neural network was used to
recognize the fault types based on the fusion data collected by the horizontal and vertical
sensors mounted in the gearbox. In Ref. [16], the sparse denoising autoencoder and transfer
learning was combined to diagnose bearing faults. In Ref. [17], a transfer model of fault
diagnosis was established by deep residual neural network. The proposed model can
transfer laboratory data to actual engineering data and has a high recognition rate. In
Ref. [18], a multi-source transfer learning network was proposed to solve sample imbalance
of mechanical fault by getting together and transferring the diagnosis knowledge modules
of multiple machines.

In summary, the existing mechanical fault diagnosis methods can be roughly divided
into two categories, which are shown in Figure 1.

(1) In Figure 1a, the multi-fault diagnosis models are used to recognize the different fault
types.

(2) In Figure 1b, the data of different fault types are fused to construct a sample set, which
can be used to establish a diagnosis model which can recognize different fault types.

However, none of these recognition methods of fault diagnosis consider the problem
of the data privacy and sharing, resulting in the established fault diagnosis model not being
able to recognize the newly added fault types. Therefore, a shared fault diagnosis model
is expected to be proposed to recognize the newly added fault types without exchanging
fault data.

Federated Learning (FL) [19,20], as a distributed machine learning algorithm, is mainly
used to train data distributed on a large number of client nodes to obtain a high-quality
model. That is, the local model can be trained by FL on the client node without exchanging
data samples, and these local model parameters are updated at a certain frequency, so that
the local model is updated to the global model. Theodora et al. [21] applied FL into electronic
health medical prediction. For a large number of medical data distributed in individuals
or other hospitals, they fused the patient information by FL to predict the probability of a
patient being hospitalized due to heart disease. Andrew et al. [22] applied FL into the input
prediction of the mobile phone keyboard and predicted the next input word by establishing
a shared model based on the data of multiple mobile phones. Kang et al. [23] introduced the
reputation metric into FL to improve the reliability of federated learning models in mobile
networks. Süzen et al. [24] applied FL into health care so that medical institutions could
diagnose new types of diseases without exchanging data. Therefore, the idea of FL provides
the possibility for a fault diagnosis model with a shared mechanism.

Based on the distinguished advantages of FL, FL was introduced into mechanical
fault diagnosis. An intelligent diagnosis method based on FL was proposed for mechanical
faults. The main works of this paper are as follows.
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(1) The proposed method can effectively recognize new fault types and improve the
generalization ability of fault diagnosis model.

(2) A local fault diagnosis model is established for different types of fault data and is
fused into a federated fault diagnosis model by the proposed method, which solves
the hardly shared problem in different types of fault data.

(3) The process of federated fault diagnosis model is explained by visualizing the
weight distribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. the theoretical basis and
implementation steps of a fault diagnosis model based on federated learning are proposed.
In Section 3. the effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by two bearing cases, and
the proposed method is compared with the traditional fault diagnosis method. The value
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
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2. The Shared Fault Diagnosis Model Based on Federated Learning
2.1. Proposed Methodology

The architecture of shared fault diagnosis model based on FL is shown in Figure 2.
Firstly, a local fault diagnosis model should be established. Because deep learning with good
self-feature extraction and classification capabilities has been applied widely in fault diagnosis,
the local fault diagnosis models are constructed based on deep convolutional neural networks.
In general, a deep convolutional neural network model is constituted by an input layer, a
convolution layer, a pooling layer, a fully connected layer, and an output layer [25]. The
convolution layer mines the hidden features of the input data by the convolution kernel and
expresses it in high-dimensional form. The pooling layer can reduce the output dimensionality
of the convolution layer and extract local features, so as to accelerate the convergence and
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ensure the invariance of space and structure. The fully connected layer and the output layer
are used to classify. The structure of the deep convolution neural network used in this paper
is shown in Figure 2. The individual local fault diagnosis models established based on the
structure can recognize the trained fault types, that is, the models find the classification
hyperplane that can recognize the faults, as shown 1©, 2©and 3©in Figure 2. From 4©in Figure 2,
no matter which hyperplane cannot accurately and effectively classify all faults. However, the
fault diagnosis model based on FL finds a classification hyperplane suitable for recognizing
the faults with different types, as shown 5©in Figure 2. The reason is that the model based on
FL fuses the weight parameters of each local fault diagnosis model into global weight. Then,
the global weight parameters are returned to the local model to update as a global shared
federated fault diagnosis model.

The specific steps of establishing the federated fault diagnosis model are as follows.
Step 1. The local fault diagnosis models are established. A fault data set Fk (k = 1, 2, 3, ···,

K) is constructed from the vibration signals of the monitored key components, and the set
is divided into the training set and the testing set according to a certain proportion. K local
models for K fault data sets are established respectively.

Step 2. Initialize the federated learning model parameters and train the model. The
model parameters are initialized, such as model weight w, maximum number of iterations
N, total number of local fault diagnosis models K, score of nodes used in local fault
diagnosis model C, batch size B, and learning rate η.

During each iteration t (t = 1, 2, 3, ···, N), m (m = max(C × K, 1)) nodes are selected
from the above K local fault diagnosis models, and a random training sample set SFk

train
(k = 1, 2, 3, ···, m) is constructed. At the same time, local parameters Model Update (k, wk

t )
are updated by training the local models.

During the training process, the batch size is b, so, i (i = 1, 2, ..., length(SFk
train)/b)

calculations are performed in each iteration. Therefore, the input is x0
in = SFk

train (1 + b ×
(i−1):b × i).

In the forward propagation process of training, the input xl−1
in (l = 1, 2, . . . , L, L is the

number of convolution layer) are convolved with the convolution kernel wl
c when it passes

the l-th convolution layer. Then, the output xl
c is obtained as:

xl
c = f (xl−1

in ∗ wl
c + biasl) (1)

where * is the convolution operation, biasl is the bias, and f () is the activation function.
The output xp

down (p = 1, 2, . . . , P, P is the number of pooling layer) of the p-th
convolution layer is calculated by the maximum pooling in the l-th pooling layer, i.e.,:

xp
down = maxpooling(xl

c) (2)

where maxpooling () is the maximum pooling calculation and xp
down is the output of the

pooling layer.
In the fully connected layer, the output of the last pooling layer xp

down is flattened as:

x f l = f latten(xp
down) (3)

The output of the fully connected layer xfc is obtained by calculating the flattened xfl
in the fully connected layer, i.e.,:

x f c = x f l ∗ w f c + bias f c (4)

Finally, the output of the fully connected layer is classified in the output layer. In the
fully connected layer, the softmax is commonly used as the classifier, namely:

ŷ = so f tmax(x f c) (5)

where ŷ is the predicted output of the model.
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By calculating the loss function J (wk
t , b), the error between the actual label input y and

the predicted output ŷ is minimized to improve the accuracy of the model, i.e.,:

J(wk
t , b) = ∑ loss(wk

t , b) = − 1

(length(SFk
train)/b)

(length(S
Fk
train)/b)

∑
i=1

(y log(ŷ) + (1 − y) log(1 − ŷ)) (6)

where wb
t is the set of convolution weights wl

c and fully connected layer weights wfc and
loss (wk

t , b) is the loss function of each batch.
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After calculating the loss function in the forward propagation of the local diagnosis
model, the weight parameters are derived and updated through back propagation, namely:

wk
t := wk

t − η
∂J(wk

t , b)
∂wk

t
(7)

where wk
t is the weight vector of the local diagnosis model k in each global iteration t and

:= represents the update operation.
After the local weights wk

t are updated, the local weights are merged into the global
weights, namely:

wk
t+1 = Model Update(k, wk

t ) (8)

wt+1 =
K

∑
k=1

nk
n

wk
t+1 (9)

where wk
t+1 is the local weight of the k-th local fault diagnosis model, nk is the number of

training samples in the local fault diagnosis model, n is the total number of samples, and
wt+1 is the global weight parameter.

The global weight wt+1 is returned to the local fault diagnosis model, and the next
iteration is performed until the maximum number of iterations N is reached.

Step 3. If the loss value of the model trained in Step 2 does not converge, Step 2 will be
repeated. If the loss value after training drops and converges to 0, the model is successful.
Finally, the generalization ability of the model is verified through the testing set. If the
generalization ability is good, the model will be applied to diagnose fault. If not, Step 1
will be restarted. The local models after training are all global models.

The flowchart of proposed fault diagnosis model is presented in Figure 3.
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2.2. Parameters Selection

The values of parameters and hyperparameters are obtained through many experi-
ments and literature. According to reference [26,27], the parameters of convolution layer
and pool layer in a convolution neural network is designed, as shown in Table 1. The
design of hyperparameters in the proposed method is shown in Table 2. The score of the
client node is usually set to C = 1, so that all local parameters can be updated in each
iteration. In order to train all client samples as a single minimum batch, the batch size
B = ∞ is usually set in each iteration [19].

Table 1. Parameters of deep convolution neural network.

Layers Size Stride Output Activation Function

Input 1 × 1024
Convolution layer 1 (C1) 8 × 1 × 5 1 × 1 8 × 1 × 1020 ReLU
Convolution layer 2 (C2) 8 × 1 × 5 1 × 1 8 × 1 × 1016 ReLU

Pooling layer 1 (P1) 1 × 2 1 × 2 8 × 1 × 508
Convolution layer 3 (C3) 16 × 1 × 3 1 × 1 16 × 1 × 506 ReLU
Convolution layer 4 (C4) 16 × 1 × 3 1 × 1 16 × 1 × 504 ReLU

Pooling layer 2 (P2) 1 × 2 1 × 2 16 × 1 × 252
Flatten (F1) 4032

Fully connection (F2) 1000 ReLU
Output 10 Softmax

Table 2. Hyperparameters of Federated Learning.

Hyperparameters Value

Iteration N 100
Score of nodes C 1

Batch size B ∞
Batch size of client b 32

Learning rate η 0.0001
Dropout 0.4

2.3. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the accuracy can be calculated
by Equation (10) [28].

accuracy =
TP + FP

TP + TN + FP + FN
(10)

In Equation (10), the TP, FN, TN and FP represent the number of true positives,
false negatives, true negatives and false positives, respectively. Moreover, the loss, as in
Equation (6), plays an important role in adjusting the overfitting or underfitting. Further,
to observe the class separability, the feature space of the output of convolution layer is
visualized by t-distribution stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [29].

3. Case Study

In this section, two cases, containing the Machinery Fault Database datasets [30] and
Case Western Reserve University datasets [31], are used to verify the effectiveness of the
built FL model. Two experiments were performed based on the TensorFlow Federated of
FL framework in CentOS 7.0 platform. The basic information of the platform is as follows.
The CPU is i7-7700@3.60 GHz, the Python version is 3.7.4, the TensorFlow version is 2.2.0,
and the TensorFlow Federated version is 0.14.0.
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3.1. Case 1: Bearing Fault Data of Machinery Fault Database

In this section, the bearing fault data from the Machinery Fault Database [30] are used.
The data are obtained on the quasi-balance vibration trainer in Spectra Quest’s mechanical
failure simulator. During the operation of the test rig with rotating frequency of 30 Hz and
no load, the acceleration data of the bearing between the rotor and the motor are collected
at the sampling frequency of 51.2 kHz, and the sampling time is 5 s. The sample data are
collected under four working conditions, i.e., normal, inner fault, outer fault, and ball fault.
There are 400 samples for each bearing working condition. The samples are divided into
training set and testing set according to the ratio of 9:1.

For the four working conditions of the bearing, four local fault diagnosis models
based on deep convolution neural network are constructed according to the parameters
in Tables 1 and 2, i.e., the models Mn, Mb, Mi, and Mo. Then, the four models are fused
by FL. After the fusing, the local models are update as a global model. Figure 4 shows
the loss curve and accuracy curve after the training and testing. The loss of the testing set
gradually converges to 0, and almost overlaps with that of the training set in the entire
model. The accuracy of the training set and the testing set all reach 100%. So, the federated
fault diagnosis model can recognize all fault types. In order to better explain the federated
fault diagnosis model, the weights of each convolution layer are visualized, as shown in
Figure 5. Comparing the distribution of initialized weights in Figure 5a, the distribution of
weights after training changes in Figure 5b. The result reflects the change process of the
model parameters before and after the training.
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The feature extraction ability of the federated fault diagnosis model can be shown by
the hidden features of the convolution layer. However, since the output of the convolution
layer is a high-dimensional vector, it is not easy to display. Therefore, it is necessary to re-
duce the dimension of output of the convolution layer. Here, the non-linear dimensionality
reduction algorithm t-SNE is employed. After dimension reduction, the scatter diagrams
of hidden features from each convolution layer are shown in Figure 6. From Figure 6, it
can be seen that the features of faults with different types are gradually separated, and the
features of the same fault types are gradually gathered. So, the federated fault diagnosis
model can recognize different conditions of the bearing.

In order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed model, the comparison with
the local fault diagnosis model is conducted. Firstly, the four local models Mn, Mb, Mi, and
Mo are used to analyze the single working condition corresponding to the model, and the
results are shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7, the loss curves of the training set and testing
set of each model all decrease to zero, and the accuracy curves all reach 100%. At the same
time, the curves of the training set and the testing set almost overlap, which indicates
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that the overfitting or underfitting has not arisen in the model. Therefore, the local fault
diagnosis models are well trained and used to recognize the single fault type.

Then, we constructed a hybrid testing set to test the local fault diagnosis model and
the federated fault diagnosis model. The hybrid set is composed of the data under four
working conditions according to the ratio of 1:1:1:1. The testing result of the models is as
shown in Table 3. By observing Table 3, it can be found that the loss is 0 and the accuracy
is 100% when the local fault diagnosis models are tested by their corresponding fault
types. However, when the local fault diagnosis models are tested by the hybrid testing
set, the loss increases and the accuracy decreases. Each local model can only recognize its
corresponding fault type, so the accuracy is only 25%. In other words, the local models
cannot recognize the other three fault types. Therefore, it is difficult to diagnose other faults
with a single local fault diagnosis model, which makes it impossible to effectively monitor
the bearing. When the federated fault diagnosis model Mfed is tested by the hybrid testing
set, the loss is 0 and the accuracy is 100%. It can be seen that the federated fault diagnosis
model can recognize a variety of fault types.

Table 3. Comparison between local fault diagnosis model and federated fault diagnosis model.

Model

The Testing Set Contains One
Fault Type

The Hybrid Testing Set Contains Four
Faults Types

Loss Accuracy Loss Accuracy

Mn 0.0 100% 12.0766 25%
Mb 0.0 100% 10.0846 25%
Mi 0.0 100% 12.0883 25%
Mo 0.0 100% 11.7205 25%

Mfed 0.0 100%
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Finally, the weight distribution of these models is analyzed. Figure 8 shows the weight
distribution of local fault diagnosis models. From Figure 7, the weight distribution of the
same layer in the four local models is very different, because the four local models are
trained, respectively, for the different fault types. When tested by the data for other fault
types, the local models are naturally unable to recognize.

By comparing the weights distribution in Figures 5 and 8, it is found that the weight
obtained by the Mfed is a balanced value of the weight of each local models. So, the model
with this weight can diagnose a variety of faults. Through the above analysis, the proposed
federated fault diagnosis model has a good effect on recognizing different fault types of
bearings, and the accuracy is 100%.
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3.2. Case 2: Bearing Fault Data of Case Western Reserve University

In Case 1, the effectiveness of the FL model has been verified. In Case 2, the effective-
ness of the FL model in fusing local fault diagnosis models that recognize multiple fault
types is explored. Here, the data of SKF6205 bearing at the driving end are used, which
is from Case Western Reserve University [31]. The data were collected under a load of
1.0 kN and a speed of 1772 r/min. The bearing data under ten kinds of working conditions
are used, i.e., no fault, 0.007-inch ball fault, 0.007 inch inner fault, 0.007 inch outer fault,
0.014 inch ball fault, 0.014 inch inner fault, 0.014 inch outer fault, 0.021 inch ball fault,
0.021 inch inner fault, and 0.021 inch outer fault. Each working condition has 400 samples,
and there are a total of 4000 samples. This is assuming that there are four models, which
still adopt the deep convolution neural network shown in Figure 2. The four models are
trained according to the different conditions. Therefore, different models have different
fault diagnosis capabilities, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Models with different fault diagnosis capability.

Model Fault Diagnosis Capability

Model A Nine types of fault expect 0.021 inch Outer fault
Model B Normal and 0.007 inch Inner fault, Outer fault, and Ball fault
Model C Normal and 0.014 inch Inner fault, Outer fault, and Ball fault
Model D Normal and 0.021 inch Inner fault, Outer fault, and Ball fault

Then, the weight of the four models is fused and optimized through FL, so that each
model has the same fault diagnosis capability. The results of training and testing are shown
in Figure 9. Figure 9a shows the loss curves of the training set and the testing set. It can be
seen that the loss gradually converges and tends to 0 as the iteration, which reflects that the
model finds the optimal value and does not fall into an overfitting state. Figure 9b shows
the accuracy curves of the training set and the testing set, and the accuracy is 100%. The
two curves almost overlap, which reflects that there is no overfitting and underfitting in
the model. So, the generalization ability of the model is very good. The weight distribution
of each convolution layer in the federated fault diagnosis model is shown in Figure 10.
By comparing Figure 10a with Figure 10b, the weight changes, which reflects the training
process of the model.
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In order to further observe the effectiveness of the federated fault diagnosis model, the
t-SNE algorithm is also used to reduce the dimensionality of the output of each convolution
layer in the model. The features scatter diagram performed is shown in Figure 11. From
Figure 11a, it can be seen that the features of the data with different conditions are aliasing,
i.e., there is a strong correlation among them. Only the features of the 0.007-inch ball fault
and 0.021-inch ball fault are roughly clustered, and other fault features are in a chaotic state.
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Especially, the features of normal conditions are submerged in those of fault conditions.
Figure 11b depicts the fault features extracted by the second convolution layer in the model.
After calculating by two convolution layers, the features begin to be clustered, and the
features of normal conditions begin to appear. The features of the 0.007-inch ball fault,
0.014-inch outer fault, and 0.021-inch ball fault are more obvious. Figure 11c shows the
features extracted by the third convolution layer in the model. It can be seen that the
features are clustered and separated clearly. Only the features of the 0.021-inch outer
fault and the 0.007-inch inner fault overlap. Figure 11d shows the features extracted by
the fourth convolution layer in the model; the features of the ten conditions are clearly
separated and the various fault features are completely gathered, which intuitively reflects
the effectiveness of the model.
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In order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed model, the comparison with
the local fault diagnosis model MA, MB, MC, and MD is conducted. The results of these
local models are shown in Figure 12. From Figure 12, the loss curve of the training set and
testing set of each model decreases steadily and gradually converges. The accuracy curves
of the training set and the testing set gradually rise to almost 100%, and the accuracy curves
almost overlap, so overfitting and underfitting does not happen in the model. Therefore,
the local fault diagnosis model is better trained and can recognize the type of fault which
has been trained by itself.

Next, a hybrid testing set containing ten working conditions is used to test the local
fault diagnosis models and the federated fault diagnosis model. The data ratios of the ten
working conditions are the same. Table 5 shows the test results. It is found that the loss is
close to 0 and the accuracy is 100% when the local models are tested by their corresponding
fault types. However, the loss becomes larger, and the accuracy decreases, when the local
models are tested by the hybrid testing set. Therefore, the local models can only diagnose
the trained type of fault and cannot recognize the newly added fault type. When the
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federated fault diagnosis model Mfed is tested by the hybrid testing set, the loss is 0 and
the accuracy is 100%. This indicates that the model Mfed can diagnose all fault types.

Then, the weight of the local models is visualized to analyze. Figure 13 shows the
weight distribution of each convolution layer of the local fault diagnosis model. Due to
the local models with the different fault diagnosis capability, the weight distribution of
the same layer in each local model is very different. Therefore, the local models naturally
cannot make a diagnosis when tested by the data for other fault types.
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Table 5. Comparison of loss and accuracy of the two models.

Model
The Testing Set Contains Trained

Fault Types
The Testing Set Contains Ten

Types of Faults

Loss Accuracy Loss Accuracy

MA 1.3720 97.37% 10.9775 85.67%
MB 0.7437 100% 54.3214 40%
MC 0.7437 100% 52.8715 40%
MD 0.7437 100% 64.1308 40%

Mfed 0.0 100%
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From the comparison of Figures 10 and 13, it is found that the weight of the federated
fault diagnosis model is a balanced value of the weight of the local models, so that the
proposed model can diagnose all fault types. Through the above analysis, the established
federated fault diagnosis model shows good results in recognizing different types of
bearings, and the accuracy is 100%.
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4. Conclusions

An intelligent diagnosis model for mechanical fault based on federated learning was
proposed and verified by two bearing cases. The proposed method solves the problems that
the fault data share difficultly, and the newly added fault types cannot be recognized. The
following conclusions are drawn. The federated fault diagnosis model established based
on the proposed method can recognize the newly added fault type, because the weight
parameters of local model are fused and updated during the training. The proposed model
achieves the effect of data sharing by fusing the models with different fault recognition
capabilities to recognize the different fault types. By the weight distribution of the model,
it is found that the weight of the proposed model is a balanced value of the weights of local
fault diagnosis models. Compared with the traditional fault diagnosis model, the proposed
model can recognize the multiple fault types with an accuracy of 100%.
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